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ABSTRACT.  Most of old adjacent buildings made of reinforced concrete, in metropolitan 
cities located in seismic prone areas have insufficient separation between the structures which 
increased the risk of pounding during strong earthquakes. This article presents a case study of 
several adjacent buildings separated by seismic joints which do not comply with the Algerian 
seismic code RPA99v2003. Within the scope of this investigation ambient vibration tests 
were performed to determine the natural frequencies of the structures and the damping ratio. 
The assessment of the structures showed that in addition to the insufficient separation 
between the structures, the resistance capacity of the latter was below the seismic demand. 
On this basis a strengthening scheme was proposed in order to enhance the resistance 
capacity of the structures and to mitigate the pounding effect. The first solution is based on 
introducing hysteresis dampers between the seismic joints and the second relies on 
connecting the floors using steel plates designed to withstand all the forces induced by 
seismic loadings. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Adjacent buildings subjected to seismic excitations collide against each other when the 
separation distance is not large enough to accommodate the displacement response of the 
structures relative to one another. As reported by field observations and by numerical models, 
seismic pounding can cause severe damage in the impact zone of the adjacent structures 
[1,2,3]. This undesirable effect can be prevented by providing adequate separation distances 
at the design stage. Current seismic building codes provide methods to evaluate the width of 
the seismic joint to avoid pounding. Seismic separations are usually used to subdivide 
irregular building shapes into simple and symmetric structures to minimise the effect of 
torsion or any effort concentrations in plan or elevation angles. In all cases thermal or 
deformation joints have to fulfil the seismic separation criteria. 
In metropolitan areas most of adjacent ancient buildings, which were erected prior to seismic 
code practice have insufficient distance of the separations. They are vulnerable to pounding 
effect. Extensive research work has focused on techniques and method to reduce the effect of 
pounding for these cases [4, 5, 6]. Three different approaches or their combinations are used 
to mitigate the effect of pounding. The first one relies on linking the adjacent structures by 
rigid connections to obtain one structure, the second one is based on introducing dampers 
between the structures to absorb the shocks and dissipate the energy and the last one proposes 
a strengthening and stiffening scheme of the structures to reduce the lateral displacement and 
to synchronise their frequencies in order to vibrate in phase [7]. In this paper a case study of 
adjacent structures with insufficient separations is presented together with remedial measures 
to avoid pounding and enhancing the overall dynamic behaviour of the buildings.    
 
 

DESCRIPTION AND MODELING OF THE STRUCTURE 
 
The construction is a building having a complex geometric configuration composed of 19 
regular blocks. The height of most of the blocks varies from three to five storeys above a 
basement. Eight blocks in the middle have 18 storeys with a total height of 61.0 m. The 
structure is made of reinforced concrete moment resisting frames. The design concrete 
strength is 25 MPa and the grade of the steel is 40.  
 
A finite element The structural analysis and design software SAP 2000 NL [8] was used to 
perform the numerical modelling and analyses. All structural members having one 
preponderant dimension such as columns and girders were modelled as beam elements, 
reinforced concrete walls and floors are modelled by plate elements with coarse mesh except 
for specific regions identified as either weak or potentially with high stress concentration 
which have been their mesh refined. The structure was assumed to be fixed at ground level 
(soil-structure interaction is ignored). Figure 1 shows the building during the construction 
phase and the overall finite element model. To model the effect of pounding, the blocks have 
been connected at their floor levels by ‘gap’ elements with different ‘openings’ to respect the 
separation distances between adjacent blocks. For the hysteretic dampers, link elements with 
Wen hysteresis model has been used instead of the ‘gap’ elements [8].  
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Figure 1  View of the building during the construction phase and the numerical model 
 
 

AMBIENT VIBRATION TESTING 
 
Today, ambient vibration testing has become widespread as a fast and economical means of 
finding the modes of vibration of structures. It has reached the stage of being fully computer-
based, which has made its application very efficient. In this paper we present briefly the main 
issues pertaining to this particular modal testing; FRF measurement techniques, testing 
procedure, and modal parameter estimation method. In the first instance, use was made of the 
numerical models for optimisation of the measurement point plan. On the basis of the 
preliminary modal analyses, an appropriate test programme was tailored to allow an optimum 
use of a limited test time. Series of ambient vibration testing were carried out on the bare 
existing structure. For this particular case, two measurement points were performed on the 
top and few intermediate floors of each block to capture the lateral and torsional fundamental 
frequencies (Figure 2). The tests were performed using three degrees of freedom seismometer 
type Lennartz electronic (Le3Dlite) and a data acquisition system type City Shark II. The 
measured signals were processed using the GEOPSY program (Wathelet 2005) capable to 
perform most of the signal processing operations for the analysis of ambient vibration data. 
The sensors were located at the centre and the corner of the floors. The recording time for 
each sequence was set to 10 mn for the 18 storeys buildings and reduced to 4 mn for the 4 
storeys buildings. These length times were found to be largely sufficient to obtain smooth 
FRF curves. 
 

 
 

Figure 2  Sensor locations on the top floors of the building blocks 
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Natural Frequency Identification 
 
The natural frequencies of the different structures were simply identified using a “peak 
cursor” on each set of the transfer function curves. Some of individual vibration modes do not 
exhibit purely translational motions, but generally a coupled transversal, longitudinal and 
rotational motion. Thus individual Frequency Response Functions (FRF) have peaks 
corresponding to several modes. In one hand this enables to cross-check the measured 
frequencies but in the other hand closely spaced frequencies are difficult to identify.  
In total, more than 34 frequencies were identified, however, due to space limitation only few 
frequency response function (FRF) curves are presented here. Figure 3 shows a representative 
FRF of the transverse (east: plain line) and longitudinal (north: dashed line) acceleration 
measured on the centre of the top floor of the tower block 3 (point 19). The clearly defined 
peak at 0.70 Hz corresponds to predominantly first translational mode (longitudinal). A long 
the transverse direction (east), the first peak at 0.62 Hz correspond to the translational mode 
and a smaller component of the torsional mode which does not appear  easily on this curve, 
but it can be clearly seen on the FRF of the acceleration recorded on the edge of the floor 
(location point 20). The peaks of the second transverse and longitudinal modes are at 
frequencies of 1.70 Hz and 1.80 Hz respectively. These modes are more palpable on the FRF 
curves recorded on the top floor of the low rise block 10 (Figure 4). Even the peak of the 
third mode can be identified at a frequency around 2.90 Hz. It should be noted that the first 
four storeys of the building behave as a single block because the seismic separations are not 
wide enough and were obstructed in several locations by concrete and other rubble.        
 
 

 
 

Figure 3 Measured FRF at location points 19 and 20 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Measured FRF at location points 41 and 42 
 

Table 1 summarises the experimentally identified frequencies together with those obtained by 
numerical models. The frequencies are reasonably correlated with values of the experimental 
frequencies in excess of 10% to 20%. The estimated damping ratios for different modes reach 
an average of 2.5%.  
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Table 1   Natural frequencies and corresponding damping ratios 
 

MODE DIRECTION 
 

EXPERIMENTAL 
FREQUENCY 

(HZ) 

ANALYTICAL 
FREQUENCY 

(HZ) 

ERRORS 
(%) 

DAMPING 
(%) 

1 Longitudinal  0.64 0.58 9.4 2.6 
2 
3 

Transversal  
Coupled 

0.70 
0.83 

0.59 
0.61 

15.7 
26.5 

3.2 
2.3 

4 Longitudinal 1.71 1.55 9.4 2.4 
5 Transversal 1.80 1.61 10.6 2.2 
6 Coupled 2.90 2.50 13.8 1.3 

 
 

STRENGTHENING OF THE BUILDING AND POUNDING 
MITIGATION SOLUTION 

 
The structure was designed according to the seismic code RPA88. To upgrade the existing 
structure to the new version RPA99v2003, two major setbacks need to be resolved. First the 
seismic separation between the blocks is insufficient, secondly the new seismic code require 
shear walls for building height over 20m in seismic zone II. To fulfil the second requirement, 
a configuration of shear walls (Figure 5) has been adopted in an attempt to enhance the 
overall rigidity of the building and to keep a reasonable structural symmetry of the lateral 
resisting system.  
 

 
 

Figure 5 Layout of the strengthening shear walls 
 
The performance of the building will be evaluated in conjunction with the solution for the 
seismic separation distance. For this purpose three solutions for pounding mitigation have 
been investigated: 
 
 
Frequency Synchronisation 
 
This method aims to make adjacent blocks to vibrate in phase by tuning their frequencies. 
This can be achieved by adjusting the stiffness of the lateral resisting system until the 
frequencies of the adjacent blocks are close enough to vibrate in phase and pounding is 
reduced. It has been shown analytically that this technique is feasible when the adjacent block 
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buildings have comparable height and only one side in contact [7]. In the present case, an 
attempt was made to synchronise adjacent blocks, but the difficulty in this particular case 
arises because there are several blocks with different height and many contact lines. The 
tower blocks were stiffened by additional shear walls to get their frequencies closer to those 
of low rise adjacent blocks because the most severe hammering effect is concentrated at the 
interface of high rise and low rise blocks (Figure 6). Yet, under real conditions with common 
uncertainties and under multi-axis excitation this solution may not be efficient.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 6 Impact force distribution for synchronised frequencies 
 
Hysteresis Damper Connection 
 
To prevent pounding between adjacent blocks, the use of hysteresis dampers at floor levels 
between the blocks has been considered. The location and the strength capacity of the 
dampers are of paramount importance for the performance of the structure. This is in general, 
a complex optimisation problem. However, for this case an initial distribution in plan and 
elevation was chosen and by trial and error, the dampers characteristics were adjusted in few 
iterations. For the purpose of the present analysis the model of the structure described 
previously incorporating the hysteresis dampers is subjected to six ground accelerations. 
These earthquake accelerograms were adjusted to fit the design response spectrum of the site 
in the period range 0.02 to 2.0s using the SeismoMatch program [9]. The performance of the 
structure is investigated in terms of inter-storey drift ratios (Figure 7) and damper hysteresis 
loops. The drift storey is reasonably uniform through the height and lay between 0.3% and 1% 
of the storey height except for some upper storeys under Kobe, Loma Prieta and Northridge 
earthquakes (Figure 7). Statistically, most of the dampers attain the elastic limit under the 
different earthquake ground motions. A typical hysteresis loop of the damper at the interface 
of the top floor of the low rise block and the tower block under a full scale earthquake 
acceleration is presented in Figure 8. Within the allowable distance of separation the 
dissipation capacity of the dampers are limited and higher strengths are required to keep the 
plastic deformation within the limit of the seismic separation. Therefore when the distance of 
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separation between adjacent buildings is limited the hysteresis dampers may not undergo 
sufficiently large plastic deformation to dissipate efficiently the imparted energy.  
 

 
 

Figure 7 Inter-storey drift ratios variation with height 
 

 
 
 

Figure 8 Typical hysteresis loop of the damper at lower storeys 
 
Structural Rigid Connection 
 
This technique relies on connecting the adjacent buildings by structural connections to obtain 
a single structure. To avoid pounding, the adjacent structures are tied at floor level to ensure 
that all points at that level will undergo the same displacement. This can be achieved using 
steel plate ties to resist tension and reinforced concrete fill of the gap between the floors of 
adjacent blocks to withstand the compression and prevent the steel plate from local buckling 
(Figure 9). The dimension of the plate and the bolts are determined consequently.    
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Figure 9 A Typical steel plate tie of the floors of adjacent blocks 

 
The performance of the tied structure is evaluated using both dynamic and pushover analysis.  
The model was subjected to the same set of earthquake ground motions and the seismic 
demand for the pushover analysis was derived from the elastic spectrum of the RPA99v2003 
conform to the building characteristics and the site condition. The force distribution in the steel 
link elements through the height is presented in Figure 9. As expected the most severe force is 
located at the top floor level of the low rise blocks in connection with tower blocks.  
 

 
 

Figure 9 Maximum force distribution in the steel link elements 
 
The resulting capacity curve for the east half building (symmetry) is shown in Figure 10. The 
curve is initially linear but starts to deviate from linearity as the beams, columns and shear 
walls undergo inelastic deformation. It is obvious that the demand curve intersects the 
capacity curve (performance point) in the range IO-LS, which means that the margin safety 
against collapse is acceptable with limited strength and displacement reserves. 
Plastic hinges formation starts with beam ends, base columns and shear walls of lower 
stories, then propagates to upper stories. Figure 10 shows the hinging patterns at performance 
point. 
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Figure 10 Capacity curve and hinging patterns at performance point 
 
 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
In metropolitan areas most of adjacent ancient buildings, which were erected prior to seismic 
code practice have insufficient distance of separations. They are vulnerable to pounding 
effect. This paper presents a case study with the aim to suggest and evaluate different 
techniques to mitigate hammering effect on this type of buildings. The main feature of the 
case study is that the structure is composed of several blocks with more than one interface 
front and significantly different in height. For such a case, the synchronization method is 
difficult to achieve because of the discrepancy in frequencies and modes. The hysteresis 
dampers technique leads to a very high damper strength at the lower storeys with limited 
plastic deformations which reduce significantly the energy dissipation capacity. Different 
types of dampers with high strength level may be difficult to put into practice. The use of 
rigid connections in this case is more practical and less cumbersome. A solution based on 
steel plate links at floor level is presented and evaluated. The obtained results show the 
feasibility and performance efficiency of this method for this particular case and could be 
extended for cases with similar conditions.         
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